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In this paper, we are concerned with the time periodic solutions to the evolution
p-Laplacian equations of the form
­ u py2 a< <s div =u =u q m x , t u in V = R . .
­ t
and
py2N­ u ­ ­ u ­ u
as q m x , t u in V = R .  /­ t ­ x ­ x ­ xi i iis1
with the Dirichlet boundary value condition, where p G 2, v ) 0, V is a bounded
N  .convex domain in R with smooth boundary ­ V, m x, t is continuous on V = R,
periodic in t with period v and positive in V = R. The existence of nontrivial
nonnegative periodic solutions is established provided that N ) 1 and p y 1 - a
- p y 1 q prN. Q 1998 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
In the last two decades, periodic parabolic equations have been the
subject of extensive study. Many authors dealt with semilinear equations of
the form
­ u
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w xwhere the functions f are periodic in t with period v, see 1]9 . A typical
 . acase is that f s m x, t u with m positive and periodic in t, which was
w xstudied by Esteban 6, 7 , and the existence of nontrivial nonnegative time
periodic solutions was established for the Dirichlet boundary value prob-
 .  . alem, provided that 1 - a - Nr N y 2 . Similar equations with m x, t u
a  . w xreplaced by u q h x, t , h being ``small,'' were discussed in 9 .
At the same time, the study of quasilinear periodic equations also
w x w xattracted many authors, see 10]15 . Seidman 11 studied the periodic
solutions for a certain kind of quasilinear parabolic equations with degen-
eracy, which include as their important examples, the following evolution
p-Laplacian equations
­ u py2< <s div =u =u q f x , t , . .
­ t
where p G 2 and the functions f are periodic in t. His results were
w ximproved by Nakao in 12 for the similar equations
py2N­ u ­ u ­ u
s q f x , t , .  /­ t ­ x ­ xi iis1
where p G 2, based on the Leray]Schauder fixed point theorem.
w xRecently, Mizoguchi 15 considered the degenerate parabolic equations
­ u
ms Du q h t f u .  .
­ t
with m ) 1, h positive and periodic, and f G 0 satisfying some structure
conditions, which are fulfilled automatically by f s u p with m - p - ` if
N s 1 or m - p - m q 2rN if N ) 1, and proved the existence of
periodic solutions satisfying the Dirichlet boundary value condition.
This paper is concerned with the evolution p-Laplacian equations with
nonlinear sources satisfying the Dirichlet boundary value condition
­ u py2 a< <s div = =u q m x , t u , in V = R , 1.1 .  . .
­ t
u x , t s 0, on ­ V = R , 1.2 .  .
where p G 2, V is a bounded convex domain in R N with smooth boundary
 .  .  .­ V, and m x, t ) 0 for x, t g V = R. Here Q s V = 0, v . The corre-
 .sponding initial boundary value problem for Eqs. 1.1 have been discussed
w xby several authors, see, for example, 16]19 , in which some properties of
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the solution such as asymptotic behaviour, steady states, etc., were investi-
gated respectively. Our interest here is to find periodic solutions for such
equations, namely solutions with
u x , t q v s u x , t in V = R 1.3 .  .  .
for some positive constant v ) 0. It seems reasonable that the equations
should be classified into the case of strongly nonlinear sources, a ) p y 1,
and the case of weakly nonlinear sources, a - p y 1. There are some
differences in establishing a priori estimates of solutions between the two
caes. In this paper, we restrict ourselves to the case of strongly nonlinear
sources. In such a case, upper bound estimates of related solutions might
not have been derived based on the Sobolev embedding theorem as done
w xin 12 . Our technique lies in the indirect approach, namely, the blow-up
 .argument scaling argument .
Due to the degeneracy of the equations considered, the problem
 .  .1.1 ] 1.3 has no classical solutions in general and thus we consider its
weak solutions in the sense of the following
 .  .DEFINITION. Let E s C Q be the set of all functions in C V = Rv
 .which are periodic in t with period v ) 0 and m g C Q . A functionv
p 1, p  ..  .u g L 0, v ; W V l C Q is said to be a solution of the problem0 v
 .  .1.1 ] 1.3 if u satisfies
­w py2 a< <u y =u =u =w q m x , t u w dx dt s 0 .HH  5­ tQ
1 .  .  .  .  .for any w g C Q with w x, t s 0 for x, t g ­ V = 0, v and w x, 0
 .s w x, v .
In the proof of our results, we will also talk about solutions of the
problem for other periodic parabolic equations, like
­ u
s div a =u q g x , t , u , 1.4 .  .  .
­ t
 .where g g C V = R = R , v-periodic in t, and the vector-valued func-
tions a: R N ª R N are continuous and satisfy the structure conditions
< < p < < 2a j ? j G C j q C j , . 0 1
< < < < py1a j F C j q C . 2 3
 .for some constants C G 0, C ) 0 i s 1, 2, 3 . The periodic solutions for0 i
such equations can be defined similarly.
Our main results are stated as follows.
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 .  .THEOREM 1. The problem 1.1 ] 1.3 admits at least one nontri¨ ial
nonnegati¨ e solution
­ u
1, p 2u g C 0, v ; W V l C Q , g L Q , .  . . .0 v ­ t
pro¨ided that N ) 1 and p y 1 - a - p y 1 q prN.
The same argument can be adopted to the equations
py2N­ u ­ u ­ u
as q m x , t u , 1.5 .  .  /­ t ­ x ­ xi iis1
where p G 2, and yields a similar result to Theorem 1.
THEOREM 2. There exists at least one nontri¨ ial nonnegati¨ e periodic
 .  .solution of Eq. 1.5 , satisfying the Dirichlet boundary ¨alue condition 1.2
and
­ u
1, 0 2y g C 0, v ; W V l C Q , g L Q , .  . . .0 v ­ t
pro¨ided that N ) 1 and p y 1 - a - p y 1 q prN.
The periodic problem for the evolution p-Laplacian equations with
 .weakly nonlinear sources, namely, Eq. 1.1 with 0 F a - p y 1, will be
discussed in our forthcoming paper.
In what follows only the proof of Theorem 1 will be given, since the
proof of Theorem 2 is similar. We will prove Theorem 1 by means of the
method of parabolic regularization. Precisely, we consider the regularized
equations
­ u  .py2 r2« 2 a< <s div =u q « =u q m x , t u 1.6 .  . .« « « /­ t
 .  .with small constant « ) 0. The desired solution of the problem 1.1 ] 1.3
 .will be obtained as a limit point of solutions of Eq. 1.6 .
PROPOSITION. Under the assumptions of Theorem 1, there exists at least
 .  .  .one nonnegati¨ e solution u of the problem 1.6 , 1.2 , 1.3 satisfying«
r F max u x , t F R .«
Q
for some positi¨ e constants r, R independent of « .
We will apply the topological degree theory to prove the proposition. To
do this, a one-parameter equation will be studied, which relates the
nonlinear operator considered to a much simpler operator, the Laplacian
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operator, namely
­ u  .py2 r22< <s div s =u q « =u q f x , t , 1.7 .  . . /­ t
w x  .where s g 0, 1 and f g E s C Q . It will be proved in Section 2 that forv
w x  .any s g 0, 1 and f g E, the periodic problem for Eq. 1.7 has a unique
w x  .solution u g E and the map T : 0, 1 = E ª E defined by u s T s , f is
  ..  .  . acompact. Obviously so is the map T s , F u where F u s m x, t u .q
w xThe appearance of the small parameter s g 0, 1 in the leading term of
the equations makes the proof of compactness more difficult. Our proposi-
   ..  .tion can be deduced from the inequality deg I y T 1, F ? , B 0 _R
 . .  .B 0 , 0 / 0, where B 0 denotes the ball of E with radius r centered atr r
the origin. We will first prove in Section 3 that for some constant r ) 0
   ..  . .independent of « , deg I y T 1, F ? , B 0 , 0 s 1 and then prove in Sec-r
tion 4 that for a large constant R ) r independent of « , deg I y
  ..  . .T 1, F ? , B 0 , 0 s 0. To prove the last conclusion, we need to estimateR
the upper bound of the nontrivial nonnegative solutions of the related
equations. As mentioned above, our technique to get an upper bound is
 . wthe blow-up argument scaling argument which was extensively used in 6,
x7, 9, 20 , and so on. Once the proposition is proved, it is easy to complete
the proof of Theorem 1 in Section 5.
2. COMPACTNESS AND CONTINUITY OF THE MAP T
 .For simplicity, we always assume that m x, t is Holder continuous inÈ
the subsequent sections. In fact, by a process of approximation, this
assumption can be removed.
w x  .LEMMA 1. For any s g 0, 1 and f g E s C Q , the periodic problemv
1, p .   ..  .for Eq. 1.7 has a unique solution u g C 0, v ; W V l C Q , ­ ur­ t0 v
2 .g L Q , and u satisfies
dq15 5f `
5 5 5 5u s R s , f F C for any 0 - d g 1, 2.1 .  .` `  /d
­ u
5 5F C f , 2.2 .2
­ t 2
where the constant C depends only upon N, « , p. Here and below, we use
5 5 qf to denote the L -norm of a function f.q
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w xProof. The results for the case s s 0 can be found in 6, 7 . In what
w xfollows we assume s / 0. From the result of 11 , it follows that for any
 x  .s g 0, 1 and f g E, the periodic problem for Eq. 1.7 has a unique
p 1, p .. w xsolution u g L 0, v ; W V . Using the results in 21 , we see that0
a a .  .u g C Q , =u g C Q . Further, if f is sufficiently smooth, then so is
 .the solution u x, t .
` < < qkNow, we estimate the L norm of solutions. Taking u u as a test
function in the integral equality satisfied by u, we can obtain
d q q2 q r2 2 q q1k k k5 5 5 < < 5 5 5 5 5u t q C « , p = u u F f u , .  .  .q q2 2 ` q q2k kdt
k  .  .  .where q s 2 q q 2 s 2 y 2 k s 1, 2, . . . , u t s u ?, t , and the pos-k ky1
 . < < qk r2itive constant C « , p depends only upon « , p. Setting w s u u, wek
have
d 2 2 2q q1.rq q2.k k5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5w q C « , p =w F f w . .2 2 ` 2k k kdt
w xAs in 12 , using the Moser iteration technique, we derive the estimate
 .2.1 immediately.
 .Finally, we may prove 2.2 in a rather simple way. Indeed, it is a
consequence of taking ­ ur­ t as a test function.
w xLEMMA 2. The map T : 0, 1 = E ª E is compact.
w x  .Proof. Let s g 0, 1 and f g E. We first show that u s T s , f g E.
w xIn case s s 0, using Theorem 10.1 in 22, p. 204 and noticing the
periodicity of u in t, we have
b1r2< < < <u x , t y u x , t F g x y x q t y t , 2.3 .  .  . .1 1 2 2 1 2 1 2
where the positive constants g , b depend only upon N, « , p, and the upper
5 5 5 5bound of u and hence that of f by Lemma 1.` `
1r2  .Suppose s / 0. Then we set ¨ s s u and derive from Eq. 1.7
­ ¨  .py2 r22 1r2< <s div =¨ q « =¨ q s f x , t . 2.4 .  . . /­ t
w xBy the result of 23 and the periodicity of ¨ in t, we see that ¨ is HolderÈ
continuous in Q. Moreover, by an argument similar to the proof of
w xTheorem 1.2 in 21, p. 42 and noticing the periodicity of ¨ , we arrive at
b py2.r p 1r p5 5 < < 5 5 <¨ x , t y ¨ x , t F g ¨ x y x q c t y t F .  .  .` `1 1 2 2 1 2 1 2
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 .  .for x , t , x , t g Q, where the positive constants g , b depend only1 1 2 2
5 5upon N, « , p, and the upper bound of f . Thus`
b py2.r p 1r p5 5 < < 5 5 < <u x , t y u x , t F g u x y x q u t y t .  .  .` `1 1 2 2 1 2 1 2
2.5 .
 .  .for any x , t , x , t g Q.1 1 2 2
 .  .  .Therefore by virtue of 2.1 , 2.3 , and 2.5 , the periodicity of u in t, and
w xthe Ascoli]Arezela theorem, T maps any bounded set of 0, 1 = E into a
compact set of E.
 .Next, suppose that s ª s , f ª f as k ª ` and denote u s T s , f .k k k k k
 .  .  .Using the estimates 2.1 , 2.3 , and 2.5 , it follows that there exists a
function u g E such that
u x , t ª u x , t uniformly in Q .  .k
by taking some subsequence if necessary.
 .It remains to prove that u s T s , f . To do this, we adopt an argument
w xsimilar to 24, Sect. 2, Chapter II .
 .Multiplying Eq. 1.7 by u , integrating over Q, and noticing the bound-k
5 5 5 5edness of u , f , we get` `k k
 .py2 r22 2< < < <s =u q « =u dx dt F C .HH k k k
Q
and hence
 py2.r2 < < ps =u dx dt F C , 2.6 .HH k k
Q
 py2.r2 < < 2« =u dx dt F C. 2.7 .HH k
Q
Here and below, C denotes a constant which may take different values on
different occasions.
Denote = u s ­ ur­ x . Sincei i
 .pr py1 .py2 r22< <s =u q « = u .k k i k
 .  .p py2 r2 py12 p py1.< < < <F s =u s « =u .k k k
p py2.r2 py1. < < p p py2.r2 py1. < < pr py1.F C s =u s « =u , .k k k
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 .  .using 2.6 , 2.7 yields
 .pr py1 .py2 r22< <s =u q « = u dx dt .HH k k i k
Q
p py2.r2 py1. < < pF Cs =u dx dtHHk k
Q
p py2.r2 py1. < < pr py1.q C« =u dx dtHH k
Q
 py2.r2 py1.  py2.r2 < < 2F Cs s =u dx dtHHk k k
Q
 .pr2 py1C
p py2.r2 py1.q C«  py1.r2 /«
F C ,
pr py1. .which implies that there exists x g L Q such thati
 .py2 r22 pr py1.< <s =u q « = u © x weakly in L Q . .k k i k i
 .more precisely, along a subsequence .
Hence it is easy to see that
­w
u dx dt s x =w dx dt y fw dx dt 2.8 .HH HH HH
­ tQ Q Q
` .  .for any w g C Q , where x s x , . . . , x .0 1 N
` .It remains to prove that for any r g C Q ,0
 .py2 r22< <x =w dx dt s s =u q « =u =w dx dt. 2.9 . .HH HH
Q Q
First, it is easy to verify that the following inequality holds
 .  .py2 r2 py2 r22 21r2< < < <s =u q « = s u y =¨ q « =¨ . . .HH k k k k
Q
1r2= = s u y =¨ dx dt G 0 2.10 . .k k
p 1, p ..  .  < < 2for any ¨ g L 0, v ; W V . To see this, let G X s X q0
. py2.r2« X ; it suffices to note that
 .  .py2 r2 py4 r22 2X T< < < <G X s X q « I q p y 2 X q « XX .  . .  .
is a positive definite matrix.
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From the equations which u satisfies and the periodicity of u , it isk k
easy to see that
 .py2 r22 2< < < <s =u q « =u dx dt s f u dx dt .HH HHk k k k k
Q Q
 .which together with 2.10 yields
 .py2 r22< <f u dx dt G s =u q « =u =¨ dx dt .HH HHk k k k k
Q Q
 .py2 r22< <q s =¨ q « =¨ = u y ¨ dx dt. . .HH k k
Q
Letting k ª `, we have
 .py2 r22< <fu dx dt G x =¨ dx dt q s =¨ q « =¨ = u y ¨ dx dt. . .HH HH HH
Q Q Q
2.11 .
 .On the other hand, we take w s u in 2.8 and obtain
x =u dx dt s fu dx dt. 2.12 .HH HH
Q Q
 .  .Combining 2.12 with 2.11 yields
 .py2 r22< <x y s =¨ q « =¨ = u y =¨ dx dt G 0. . .HH  /i i i i
Q
` .Taking ¨ s u y lw with l ) 0, w g C Q , we get0
 .py2 r22< <x y s = u y lw q « = u y lw = w dx dt G 0. .  . .HH i i i /
Q
Letting l ª 0 yields
 .py2 r22< <x y s =u q « = u = w dx dt G 0. 2.13 . .HH  /i i i
Q
 .It is easy to see that the converse inequality to 2.13 is also valid. Thus for
` .  .any w g C Q , the desired equality 2.9 holds. The proof of Lemma 2 is0
complete.
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   ..  . .3. CALCULATION OF deg I y T 1, F ? , B 0 , 0r
LEMMA 3. Under the assumptions of Theorem 1, there exists a constant
   ..  . .r ) 0 independent of « such that deg I y T 1, F ? , B 0 , 0 s 1.r
Proof. Since the map T is compact by Lemma 2 and the continuity of
  ..F, the map T 1, s F u is compact too. The homotopy invariance of
degree implies
deg I y T 1, F ? , B 0 , 0 s deg I , B 0 , 0 s 1, 3.1 .  .  .  . .  . .r r
provided that
w xT 1, s F u / u for s g 0, 1 , u g ­ B 0 . 3.2 .  .  . . r
We will prove that there exists a constant r ) 0 independent of « such
 .that 3.2 holds.
In fact, it suffices to take
 .1r aypq11
r s ,1ypr qp /< <2 MC V0
 .  .where q s Npr N y p if p - N, q s p q 1 if p G N, M s max m x, t ,Q
and C is the Sobolev constant in the imbedding theorem, namely0
5 5 5 5u F C =u .q ps 0 s
To verify, let u be the periodic solution of the equations
­ u  .py2 r22 a<s div =u q « =u q s m x , t u 3.3 .  . . / q­ t
 .with the Dirichlet boundary condition 1.2 . By the standard regularity and
 .maximum principle, we see u x, t G 0.s
 .Multiplying Eq. 3.3 by u and integrating over Q yields
 .py2 r22 2aq1 < < < <J s s m x , t u dx dt y =u q « =u dx dt s 0 .  .HH HHs s s
Q Q
3.4 .
w xfor s g 0, 1 .
In case p - N, by the imbedding theorem, we have
v1 paq1 5 5J F M u dx dt y u dt. 3.5 .HH H qs spCQ 00
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If a q 1 G q, then
v v1q paq1yq 5 5 5 5J F M max u u dt y u dtH q H qs pC0 0Q 0
v 1p qyp.r q aq1yp5 5 < <F u M V max u y dt. 3.6 .H qs s p /C0 Q 0
 .  .If 3.2 were not true, then we would have u g ­ B 0 . Therefores r
 .1r aq1yp1
max u x , t s r s .s 1ypr qp /< <2 MC VQ 0
 .  p. v 5 5 pand the last integral in 3.6 equals y 1r2C H u q dt - 0, which0 0 s
 .contradicts the equality 3.4 .
If p - a q 1 - q, then we treat the first integral on the right side of
 .3.5 by using the Holder inequalityÈ
aq1 5 5 aq1 < < qy1ya .r qu dx F u VH qs s
V
and obtain
v v1qy1ya .r q aq1 p< < 5 5 5 5J F M V u dt y u dtH q H qs spC0 00
v 1qyp.r q aq1yp p< < 5 5 5 5s M V u y u dt. 3.7 .H q qs sp /C0 0
 .  .If 3.2 were not true in this case, then we would also have u g ­ B 0 ,s r
which implies
 .1r aq1yp1 1ypr q< <max u x , t s r s V .s p /2 MCQ 0
 .  p. v 5 5 pand makes the last integral in 3.7 to be equal to y 1r2 MC H u dtq0 0 s
 .- 0. The contradiction means that u f ­ B 0 .s r
 p. < <1ypr q.1raypq1.In case p G N, we can verify that r s 1r2 MC V0
 .with q s p q 1 satisfies 3.2 in the same way as above and we omit the
details.
The proof of the lemma is complete.
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   ..  . .4. CALCULATION OF deg I y T 1, F ? , B 0 , 0R
Throughout this section, m denotes the first eigenvalue of yD in V1
with the homogenous Dirichlet boundary condition and w a correspond-1
ing positive eigenfunction.
LEMMA 4. Let u be a nonnegati¨ e periodic solution of the equations
­ u  .py2 r22 a< <s div s =u q « =u q m x , t u . . /­ t
q 1 y s m «  py2.r2 u q 1 , 4.1 .  . .1
 . w xsatisfying the Dirichlet boundary ¨alue condition 1.2 , where s g 0, 1 . Under
the assumptions of Theorem 1, there exists a constant K ) 0 independent of s
such that
5 5u F K .`
Furthermore when s s 1, the constant K can be taken to be independent of « .
Proof. Fix 0 - « F 1. Suppose that u has no upper bounds. Thens
 4 w x.  4 .there exist sequences s s g 0, 1 and u u s y , such thatk k k k s k
M s max u x , t s u x , t ª ` as k ª `. .  .k k k k k
Q
w xWithout loss of generality we may assume that s ª s g 0, 1 andk `
 .  .x , t ª x , t g Q as k ª `.k k ` `
We first conclude that s / 0 for any k. In fact, if s s 0 for some k,k k
 .then Eq. 4.1 becomes
­ u
 py2.r2 a  py2.r2s « Du q m x , t u q m « u q 1. 4.2 .  .1­ t
 . 1Multiplying Eq. 4.2 by w , integrating over Q, and noticing the periodicity
of u, we obtain
­w u1
0 s dx dtHH
­ tQ
s «  py2.r2 w Du dx dt q m x , t uaw dx dt .HH HH1 1
Q Q
q m «  py2.r2 uw dx dt q v w dxHH HH1 1 1
Q Q
s m x , t uaw dx dt q v w dx ) 0, .HH HH1 1
Q Q
which is a contradiction.
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For all k define l , y, t , and ¨ ask k
x y x t y tk kpraypq1.l M s 1, y s , t sk k ay1. praypq1.l lk k
¨ y , t s l praypq1.u x , t . .  .k k k
 .By the convexity of V, we obtain d ) 0 such that dist x , ­ V G d from0 k 0
w x  .15, 25 . Hence, the function ¨ y, t is well defined in the setk
d0
A s Ak , d 0  /2lk
v v
= y , ,ay1. praypq1.  py2.r2 ay1. praypq1.  py2.r2 /l s l sk k k k
 . Nwhere A r denotes the ball of R with radius r centered at the origin.
 . 1r2  .It is easy to verify that w y, t s s ¨ y, t satisfiesk k k
­ w  .py2 r2k 2 2aq1.raypq1.< <s div =w q l « =w .k k k /­t
q m x q l y , t q tlay1. praypq1. ¨ ay1 w .k k k k k k
q 1 y s m «  py2.r2l pay1.raypq1.w q s 1r2la praypq1. .  .k 1 k k k k
in A .k , d 0
5 5  . 5 5  . 1r2Since ¨ s ¨ 0, 0 s 1, we have w s w 0, 0 s s .` `k k k k k
For any given d ) 0, let
2 d 2 d
Q s A 2d = y , , .1  py2.r2  py2.r2 /s s sk k k
d d
Q s A d = y , . .2  py2.r2  py2.r2 /s sk k
Since l ª 0 as k ª `, we see that Q ; Q ; A .k 2 1 k , d 0w x  .Applying Theorem 1.1 in 21, p. 42 with D s Q , q s Nrp 1 y k , andÃ2 1
 w x.r s ` notations adopted in 21 and noticing that N ) 1, we getÃ
w y , t y w y , t .  .k 1 1 k 2 2
b py2.r2 1r p< < 5 5 < <y y y q w t y t1 2 k 1 2
5 5F g w ,`k  /p-dist Q ; G , p .2 k , d
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 .where p-dist Q ; G p is the intrinsic parabolic distance from Q to the2 k , d 2
parabolic boundary G of Q with respect to w , namelyk , d 1 k
< < 5 5  py2.r2 < <1r pp-dist Q ; G , p s inf y y z q w t y s . .  .`2 k , d k
 .  .y , t gQ , z , s gG2 k , d
It is easy to see that
 1r p4p-dist Q ; G , p G min d , d .2 k , d
and the constants g , b are independent of k.
Thus
b1r p py2.r2< < < <¨ y , t y ¨ y , t F C y y y q s t y t 4.3 .  .  . .k 1 1 k 2 2 1 2 k 1 2
 .  .  .  .for any y , t , y , t g A d = yd, d ; Q , which implies that there1 1 2 2 2
 N .exists a function ¨ g C R = R such that
¨ y , t ª ¨ y , t in C R N = R 4.4 .  .  .  .k loc
 .  .and a domain H containing 0, 0 with H ; Q , such that for any y, t g H2
1¨ y , t G . 4.5 .  .k 2
` N .  .Let z g C R = R be a smooth cut-off function defined in A 2 r =0
 .2T y T , 2T y T such that1 2 2 1
C ­z C
< <z x , t s 1 in A r = T , T , Dz F , F . .  .  .1 2 r ­t T y T2 1
q  .Multiplying the equation satisfied by w by w z q ) p and integrat-k k
ing over A , we getk , d 0
1 ­ w2  .py2 r2k 2q 2aq1.raypq1.< <z dy dt q =w q l « .HH HH k k2 ­tA Ak , d k , d0 0
­ w ­ w z q .k k
= dy dt
­ y ­ yi i
ay1s m¨ w q 1 y s .HH k k k
Ak , d 0
 py2.r2 ay1. praypq1. a praypq1. 1r2= m « l w q l s .1 k k k k
= w z q dy dt , 4.6 .k
 .  .provided k is large enough to ensure A 2 r = 2T y T , 2T y T ;1 2 2 1
A .k , d 0
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Notice that
2 2 q­ w ­ w z ­z .k kq 2 qy1z dy dt s y qw z dy dtHH HH k /­t ­t ­tA Ak , d k , d0 0
­z
2 qy1s q w z dy dtHH k ­tAk , d 0
C
F s mes A 2 r = 2T y T , 2T y T .  . .k 1 2 2 1T y T2 1
s Cs r N , 4.7 .k
and
­ w ­ w z q . .py2 r2 k k2 2aq1.aypq1.< <=w q l « dy dtt .HH k k ­ y ­ yA i ik , 0
 .py2 r22 2aq1.raypq1.< <s =w q l « .HH k k
Ak , d 0
­ w ­ w ­zk k q qy1= z q qz w dy dtk /­ y ­ y ­ yi i i
1 pq < <G z =w dy dtHH k2 A ,k d 0
1 2aq1. py2.raypq1.  py2.r2 q < <q l « z =w dy dtHH k k2 A ,k d 0
 .py2 r22 2aq1.raypq1.< <q q =w q l « .HH k k
A ,k d 0
­ w ­zk qy1= z w dy dt , 4.8 .k­ y ­ yi i
ay1  py2.r2 ay1. praypq1.m¨ w q 1 y s m « l w . HH k k k 1 k k
A ,k d 0
a praypq1. 1r2 qql s w z dy dt.k k k
F Cs z q dy dt F Cs r N T y T . 4.9 .  .HHk k 2 1
Ak , d 0
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On the other hand, by Young's inequality
­ w ­z .py2 r2 k2 2aq1.raypq1. qy1< <q =w q l « z w dy dt .HH k k k­ y ­ yA i ik , d 0
< < py2 aq1. py2.raypq1.  py2.r2F C =w q l « .HH k k
Ak , d 0
qy1 < < < <= z w =w =z dy dtk k
1 p pq p qyp< < < <F z =w dy dt q C w z =z dy dtHH HHk k4 A Ak , d k , d0 0
1 2aq1. py2.raypq1.  py2.r2 q < <q l « z =w dy dtHH k k4 Ak , d 0
aq1. py2.raypq1.  py2.r2 2 qy2 < < 2q C l « w z =z dy dt . 4.10 .HH k k
Ak , d 0
 .  .Combining the inequalities 4.6 ] 4.10 yields
q < < p aq1. py2.raypq1.  py2.r2 q < < 2z =w dy dt q l « z =w dy dtHH HHk k k
A Ak , d k , d0 0
pC
N N pr2 NF Cs r q Cs t T y T q Cs r T y T .  .k k 2 1 k 2 1  /r
2C
 py2.r2 N aq1. py2.raypq1.q Cs « r T y T l .k 2 1 k /r
s C r , T y T s , .2 1 k
 .where the constant C r, T y T depends only upon r, T y T , namely1 2 1 2




T2 2aq1. py2.raypq1.  py2.r2 < <l « =¨ dy dt F C r , T y T .H Hk k 2 1
T B1 r
for any r ) 0, T ) T . 4.12 .2 1
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` N .If s s 0, then for any w g C R = R` 0
­ ¨ ­w .py2 r2 k2 2aq1.raypq1.< <s =¨ q l « dy dt .HH k k k ­ y ­ yA k ik , d 0
 py2.r2 < < py2 aq1. py2.raypq1.  py2.r2F C s =¨ q l « .HH k k k
Ak , d 0
< < < <= =¨ =w dy dtk
 .py1 rp
p py2.r2 < <F C s =¨ dy dtHH k k /suppw
1rp
p py2.r2 < <= s =w dy dtHH k /suppw
1r2
2aq1. py2.raypq1.  py2.r2 < <q C l « =¨ dy dtHH k k /suppw
1r2
2aq1. py2.raypq1.  py2.r2 < <= l « =w dy dtHH k /suppw
F C s  py2.r2 q C «  py2.r4laq1. py2.r2aypq1. ,w k w k
where C is a constant depending only upon w. Thereforew
 .py2 r22 2aq1.raypq1.< <s =¨ q l « =¨ =w dy dt ª 0 .HH k k k k
Ak , d 0
as k ª `.
 .By the Lebesgue theorem and 4.4 , we get
­w
a ` N¨ dy dt q m x , t ¨ w dy dt s 0 for any w g C R = R , .  .HH HH` ` 0­t
which means
­ ¨ y , t .0 as m x , t ¨ y , t 4.13 .  .  .` ` 0­t
in the sense of distribution for almost all y g R N.0
 .Noticing the continuity of ¨ , we see that the equality 4.13 is indeed
 .  .valid for t g y`, ` in the classical sense. However, it follows from 4.4 ,
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 .  .4.5 that there exists y such that ¨ y , 0 ) 0 and thus there isn't a0 0
 .global solution of Eq. 4.13 with a ) p y 1 G 1. This contradiction means
that s s 0 cannot occur.`
 .  .If s / 0 then from 4.11 and 4.12 , it follows that`
 .py2 r22 2aq1.raypq1. pr py1. N< <s =¨ q l « =¨ © x in L R = R . . .k k k i k i loc
Now, we can use an argument similar to Section 2 to prove that
 py2.r2 < < py2x s s =¨ =¨ .i ` i
Since l ª 0 as k ª ` and the inequalityk
 .py2 r22 2aq1.raypq1.< <=¨ q l « =¨ .HH k k k
 .py2 r22 2aq1.raypq1.< <y =w q l « =w =¨ y =w dy dt G 0 . .k k/
 N . p  1, p N ..holds, we conclude that ¨ g C R = R l L R; W R and satis-loc loc
fies the following equation in the general sense
­ ¨ py2 py2.r2 a N< <s t div =¨ =¨ q m x , t ¨ , y , t g R = R . .  . .` ` `­t
4.14 .
w xHowever, the results in 26, 27 show that there can't exist a global
 .nontrivial nonnegative solution to the Cauchy problem for Eq. 4.14 with
p y 1 - a - p y 1 q prN. The contradiction implies that the first part of
the lemma holds.
The second part of the lemma can be proved similarly.
LEMMA 5. Under the assumption of Theorem 1, there exists R ) r such
   ..  . .that deg I y T 1, F ? , B 0 , 0 s 0.R
Ã a . .  .  .Proof. Set F u x, t s m x, t u q m u q 1 for u g E and H s , uq 1 q
Ã  .  .  ..  .s T s , s F u q 1 y s F u . By Lemma 1, Lemma 2, H s , ? is well
defined and compact from E to E. Hence, by the homotopy invariance of
degree, it follows that
Ãdeg I y T 1, F ? , B 0 , 0 s deg I y T 0, F ? , B 0 , 0 , .  .  .  . . .  . .R R
provided that
w xH s , u / u for any u g ­ B 0 , s g 0, 1 . .  .R
 4Indeed, Lemma 4 shows the inequality is valid if R ) max K, r .
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 .On the other hand, as in the proof of Lemma 4, Eq. 4.2 does not admit
a nonnegative periodic solution satisfying the Dirichlet boundary value
Ã .    ..  . . condition 1.2 . Thus deg I y T 0, F ? , B 0 , 0 s 0 and hence deg I yR
  ..  . .T 1, F ? , B 0 , 0 s 0. The proof is complete.R
5. PROOF OF THE MAIN RESULTS
Now, we prove our main results stated in Section 1.
By Lemma 3 and Lemma 5, we get
deg I y T 1, F ? , B 0 _ B 0 , 0 s y1, .  .  . . .R r
 .which implies that there exists at least one periodic solution u of Eq. 1.7«
 .with the Dirichlet boundary value condition 1.2 , such that
r F max u x , t F R for any 0 - « - 1. .«
Q
This completes the proof of the proposition.
w xBased on the uniform boundedness of u , we can use Theorem 3 in 19«
to obtain the uniform Holder continuity of u and then use theÈ «
 .Ascoli]Arezela theorem to conclude that there exist a function u g C Qv
 4  4and a subsequence of u , for simplicity we suppose it is u itself, such« «
that
u x , t ª u x , t uniformly in Q. .  .«
 .Clearly r F max u x, t F R. From Lemma 1 and the proof of Lemma 2,Q
we also have
­ u  .py2 r2« 2 2< < < <, s =u q « =u dx dt F C , .HH « «­ t 2 Q
where C is independent of « . An argument similar to Section 2 can be
 .  .adopted to prove that u is a periodic solution of the problem 1.1 ] 1.3 in
the sense of the definition given in Section 1. This completes the proof of
Theorem 1.
w xRemark. By a result in 28 , we see that there exists at least one
nontrivial nonnegative periodic solution to the equation
­ u
1q2r Ns Du q u
­ t
 .with the Dirichlet boundary value condition 1.2 .
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